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Unit 1: Be a Sport! (Hakhi Hakhi) 

Chapter 1. What Is Sport? (Mahu Sport?) 

Chapter 2. The Ball Is Round (Hakadur Hu Agol) 

Chapter 3. Sport As Metaphore (HaSport KeMashal) 

 

Upon completion of the unit, students will be able to: 

 listen to lectures and read texts comparing aspects of the world of sports, such 

as – 

o different games, 

o the same game in different countries,  

 sports-related art, sports on television and the field,  

and then to analyze them and write similar articles; 

 listen to and conduct conversations about –  

o attitudes towards sports and athletes, 

o preferences for one sport career over another,  

 coaches and different kinds of sports fans; 

 listen to conversations and interviews and read articles about the attitude of 

Judaism towards sports in different historical periods; 

 read poems and listen to songs and then express opinions, in speech or in 

writing, about the role of sports in life; 
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 read stories about sports and teenage friendship and discuss the interpersonal 

problems raised in the these stories; 

 compose written questions for a sports interview, interview and be interviewed 

on topics connected to sports, such as attitudes towards sports, training, team 

fans, and watching sports on television; 

 listen to and read newspaper headlines and short articles from the world of 

sports; 

 identify variations on Biblical phrases used in sport headlines in the newspaper 

and discuss; 

 debate moral issues related to the world of sports such as the use of 

performance-enhancing drugs, sports diplomacy, and animal fights; 

 discuss abstract concepts related to sports such as sport from a variety of 

viewpoints and define these concepts in writing; 

 conjugate verbs in the ayin vav and lamed yud root groups in the pa'al verb 

pattern correctly, in all three tenses – past, present, and future – in speech and in 

writing, understand the meaning of the verbs, and combine the verbs with the 

appropriate prepositions in a variety of contexts in speech and in writing; 

 identify the gerund of the pa'al verb pattern, in the regular and ayin vav and 

lamed yud root groups, derive them from verbs in this pattern and use them 

correctly, fluently, and naturally in speech and in writing; 

 

 use the comparative clauses ...פחות מ (less than) / ...יותר מ (more than) and 
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superlatives הכי and ביותר (the most) in a variety of contexts in speech 

and in writing; 

 act out everyday conversations at a ticket office, a kiosk, and during a volunteer 

activity in Israel. 
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Unit 2: The Truth Behind the Mask  

             (HaEmet Me'akhore Hamassekha) 

Chapter 1. Life As a Masquerade Ball (HaKhayim KeNeshef Massekhot)  

Chapter 2. "All The World's a Stage" (Kol HaOlam Bamah)  

Chapter 3. So Who Am I?! (Az Mi Ani?!) 

 

Upon completion of the unit, students will be able to:  

 listen to lectures and read various non-fiction and personal texts discussing the 

meanings of –  

o costumes and masks in different cultures,  

o fashion and clothes,  

o people's manifestations in social networks,  

o the many faces of things or people in life,  

and to discuss the social and personal implications of these meanings in speech and 

in writing; 

 listen to and act out everyday conversations about –  

o preferences in clothing and fashion,  

o dressing for a setting/time/situation,  

o choosing costumes and masks,  

o medical clowning; 
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 listen to lectures and read non-fiction texts about the role of costumes and 

disguise in Jewish tradition, such as the custom of dressing up on Purim and 

separation and assimilation in Jewish history and discuss; 

 listen to songs and read poems about and discuss issues of pretending and the 

roles people take in different situations and respond to these texts in writing; 

 listen to short lectures and read scientific articles discussing camouflage and 

disguise in the animal world and discuss, in speech and in writing, the purpose of 

"dressing up" in nature; 

 listen to and read fictional stories about pretending and about hiding the truth, 

and express personal opinions about these issues in speech and in writing; 

 present a well-reasoned argument in debates about peer pressure vs. personal 

preferences; 

 listen to and read classical fables about animals that "dress up," and tell similar 

fables; 

 read proverbs discussing masks and costumes as symbols of human behavior 

and deduce logical and psychological conclusions; 

 conjugate verbs in the lamed yud root group in the pi'el verb pattern correctly, in 

all three tenses – past, present, and future – in speech and in writing, understand 

the meaning of the verbs, and combine the verbs with the appropriate 

prepositions in a variety of contexts in speech and in writing; 

 identify gerunds in the regular root form and in the lamed yud root group in the 

pi'el verb pattern, derive them from verbs in this pattern, and use them correctly, 

fluently, and naturally in speech and in writing; 
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 recognize common forms of adverbs and use them correctly in a variety of 

contexts in speech and in writing; 

 act out everyday conversations in a health food store, a bank, and an emergency 

room.  
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Unit 3: And They Travelled and They Camped 

(VaYis'u VaYakhanu) 

Chapter 1. The World Is Round and Open (HaOlam Agol U'fatu'akh)  

Chapter 2. With Your Backpack On (Im Tarmil Al HaGav)  

Chapter 3. Life Is a Journey (Kol KaKhayim Massa) 

 

Upon completion of the unit, students will be able to:  

 listen to lectures and read non-fiction texts about journeys and wanderings, such 

as legends and theories about the wanderings of the 10 tribes, the wandering of 

the Hebrew language, and Israeli backpackers; 

 listen to and act out conversations about topics connected to travel and trips 

planning, connections between the traveler and the people at home, and 

different types of travelers; 

 listen to songs, and read poems, stories and personal thoughts about travel;  

 discuss the meaning of the journey in life, travel as a metaphor, wandering, and 

returning home; 

 listen to and read Biblical phrases and Rabbinic midrashim about journeys, 

compare the wandering of the people of Israel in the desert to a journey in the 

desert today, in speech and in writing; 
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 listen to, read and enjoy Jewish jokes about travelers, discuss Jewish humor and 

its history and summarize some characteristics of Jewish humor; 

 read a passage that has examples of the multiple meanings of the common verb 

from the root ך -ל-ה  from different sources and historical periods of Hebrew, and 

summarize in a written passage the history of a different word מקום (place) 

throughout history based on the examples; 

 conjugate verbs in the lamed yud, pe yud, and ayin vav root groups in the hif'il 

verb pattern correctly, in all three tenses – past, present, and future – in speech 

and in writing, understand the meaning of the verbs, and combine the verbs 

with the appropriate prepositions in a variety of contexts in speech and in 

writing; 

 identify gerunds in the regular root form and in the lamed yud, pe yud, and ayin 

vav root groups in the hif'il verb pattern, derive them from verbs in this pattern, 

and use them correctly, fluently, and naturally in speech and in writing; 

 act out everyday conversations during a security check at the airport, looking for 

a parking space, and in cell phone store;   
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Unit 4: Together (Yakhad) 

Chapter 1. Why a Group? (Lamah Qvutsa?)  

Chapter 2. Like Everyone (Kmo Kulam)  

Chapter 3. The Kibbutz – Will It Survive? (Kibbutz – Haya VeLo Yihyeh?) 

 

Upon completion of the unit, students will be able to:  

 listen to conversations and read articles about – 

o the nature of groups and reasons for the creation of social groups,  

o the behavior of animals in groups,  

o topics related to the relationship between a person and a community 

throughout Jewish history, including the kibbutz,  

and to discuss this information and the moral and social implications of different 

types of communities; 

 compare different types of group organizational structures and express opinions 

about the advantages and disadvantages of each, in speech and in writing; 

 listen to conversations on and act out conversations between members of social 

groups about issues of daily life and about values in the face of reality and time 

constraints; 
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 listen to and read Rabbinic midrashim, songs, poems, short stories and excerpts 

from memoirs about the relationship between the individual and the group and 

the obligations of the individual to the group and discuss the halachic, moral, 

and social meanings of the connection between the individual and the group; 

 listen to and read about experiments in social psychology on the topic of 

groups, develop additional hypotheses, and plan new experiments about group-

related issues, such as how to organize a group and peer pressure; 

 define a group, based on examples from daily life and personal stories, in speech 

and in writing; 

 express an opinion about the advantages and disadvantages of life in a group 

vs. life as an individual, based on personal experience and the reading passages, 

in speech and in writing; 

 conjugate verbs in the lamed yud root group in the hitpa'el verb pattern 

correctly, in all three tenses – past, present, and future – in speech and in writing, 

understand the meaning of the verbs, and combine the verbs with the 

appropriate prepositions in a variety of contexts in speech and in writing; 

 identify gerunds in the regular root form and lamed yud root group in the hif'il 

verb pattern, derive them from verbs in this pattern, and use them correctly, 

fluently, and naturally in speech and in writing; 

 use nominal clauses with a copula (connecter) in the present tense in 

appropriate contexts, correctly, naturally and fluently, in speech and in writing; 

 

 

 recognize and use the conjugation of prepositions in the singular, correctly and 
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fluently in speech and in writing; 

 act out everyday conversations about calling a plumber, in the eyeglass store, 

and with a handyman in an apartment. 
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Unit 5: The Right Person at the Right Time 

(HaAdam HaNakhon BaZman HaNakhon) 

Chapter 1. After Me and in My Footsteps (Akharai U'Ve'ikvotai)  

Chapter 2. Different Ways to Lead (Drakhim Shonot LeManhigut)  

Chapter 3. A Great Leader – B.Z. Herzl (Manhig Gadol – B.Z. Herzl)  

 

Upon completion of the unit, students will be able to:  

 listen to conversations and read articles about –  

o different types of leaders,  

o the need for a leader,  

o military and civilian leaders,  

o the advancement of women leaders,  

o the use of humor to strengthen and question leadership; 

 reach conclusions about and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 

different types of leadership; 

 act out conversations about leadership in various social contexts, such as the 

fear of being a leader vs. feeling an obligation to lead, and difficulties electing a 

class representative; 
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 listen to songs and read poems discussing real and imaginary leadership and 

leaders and converse about the motives that inspire people to leadership and 

about feelings and thoughts about leaders; 

 analyze in speech and in writing historical sources from Rabbinic midrashim to 

personal letters that discuss great Jewish leaders throughout history and 

examine the institution of leadership, discuss the positive and negative character 

and personal traits of the leaders, and summarize the discussion in speech and 

in writing; 

 read stories about leaders of a different kind: revolutionaries, informal leaders, 

and tyrants, and discuss their personalities and fate; 

 examine and compare art work and caricatures depicting leaders, discuss the 

messages they aim to convey, and summarize the discussion in speech and in 

writing; 

 debate moral questions connected to leadership such as loyalty to a peer group 

vs. the demands of a leadership position and friendship vs. responsibility, and 

present a well-reasoned opinion on this topic; 

 to follow along with the process of writing a paper about a leader (B. Z. Herzl) by 

listening to conversations, reading sample chapters from the report, and 

examining opinions and criticism of the leader, and to write a similar paper 

about another leader; 

 conjugate verbs in the lamed yud, pe yud, and ayin vav root groups in the nif'al 

verb pattern correctly, in all three tenses – past, present, and future –  in speech 

and in writing, understand the meaning of the verbs, and combine the verbs 
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with the appropriate prepositions in a variety of contexts in speech and in 

writing; 

 recognize the gerund derived from the lamed yud, pe yud, and ayin vav root 

groups in the nif'al regular verb pattern, derive them from this verb pattern, and 

use them correctly, fluently, and naturally, in speech and in writing; 

 formulate the usage rules for comparison and adversative phrases and clauses 

and to use them naturally and accurately in speech and in writing; 

 recognize the declensions of nouns with a possessive pronoun in male, female, 

singular and plural, to understand the noun in its declensions and use it in the 

common declensions naturally and correctly; 

 act out everyday conversations about choosing a restaurant, at the dentist, and 

meeting a typical Israeli. 


